
Tag Cabo Sportfishing Launches Exclusive
Guided Kayak Fishing Tours in Los Cabos and
La Ribera

Kayak fishing in Cabo and La Ribera

Tag Cabo Sportfishing proudly announces

the launch of their newest offering –

guided kayak fishing tours in the iconic

waters of Los Cabos and La Ribera.

CABO SAN LUCAS, BA JA CALIFORNIA

SUR, MEXICO, August 21, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Tag Cabo

Sportfishing, a name synonymous with

pioneering sportfishing adventures, is

once again setting the pace with the

introduction of their bespoke guided

kayak fishing tours in the scenic locales

of Los Cabos and La Ribera.

Bringing together the serenity of kayaking and the exhilaration of sportfishing, this novel venture

is tailored for both the avid fisherman and the curious wanderer looking to delve into a unique

marine escapade.

We are reimagining the

fishing landscape by

integrating the tranquility of

kayaking with our deep-

seated love for fishing,”

Arturo Chacon

Key Highlights of the Venture:

Crafted with Passion: Every tour is helmed by guides

whose hearts beat for fishing.

An Enviable Legacy: Dive into an experience shaped by Tag

Cabo Sportfishing's illustrious 15-year journey in the

industry.

Safety First, Adventure Always: Employing top-tier

equipment and safety protocols ensures adventurers can relish every moment without a worry.

Immerse in Nature's Melody: It's more than a fishing trip; it's an immersion into the marine

rhythm of Los Cabos and La Ribera.

“We are reimagining the fishing landscape by integrating the tranquility of kayaking with our
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deep-seated love for fishing,” remarks

Arturo Chacon, spokesperson for Tag

Cabo Sportfishing. “Los Cabos and La

Ribera provide the perfect backdrop

for these tours, and we are eager to

welcome both seasoned anglers and

those new to the joy of fishing.”

Spaces for these curated tours are now

available for booking, though they are

anticipated to be highly sought after,

given the distinct and refreshing

experience they offer.

About Tag Cabo Sportfishing

For over a decade and a half, Tag Cabo

Sportfishing has been a beacon for innovation and excellence in sportfishing. Their legacy is built

on passion, community engagement, and creating unmatched angling tales.
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